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(60 MARKS)  
I READING (30 MARKS) 

I— VOCABULARY (14MARKS) 

A) Choose the best answer from a,b,c and d:(4x2=8) 	 14 

1. Farmers ...................plants and keep animals to provide people with food. 

a) grow 	 b) stretch 

c) link 	 d) receive 

2. King Fahad ..................made it easy to travel from Saudi Arabia to Bahrain. 

a) area 	 b) crop 

c) helipad 	 d) causeway 

3. Some of my friends like swimming, others think it is a ........................sport. 

a) hilly 	 b) final 

c) boring 	 d) similar 

4. My favourite school subjects are......................and English. 

a) landscape 	 b) chemistry 

c) flood 	 d) degree 

B) Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list below: (4 x 1½ = 6) 

take part in 	forsts 	pleasant 	abroad 
	

Simply 

5. Some tourists like to visit New Zealand to see volcanoes and rain forests. 

6. You can simply put the bottom of the LifeStraw in dirty water and drink. 

7. My friend is going to take part in the Arab Sailing Championship next month. 

8. A lot of Kuwaiti students travel to study abroad every year. 
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II- READING COMPREHENSION (16 Marks) 
Read the followin2 passage, then answer the questions below: 

Holidays are fantastic because families spend great time together. Some people prefer to 

spend time in another country after long periods of work or school. They like to visit other 

countries to see something different from what they have in their home country. 

Tourists like to visit countries that have beautiful places like; rivers, lakes and forests. 

They feel pleased and comfortable when they see the green colour of trees and the blue colour 

of the sea. Other tourists like to see places like volcanoes and mountains. They enjoy climbing 

mountains and taking pictures next to volcanoes. 

Children like to enjoy their time on the beach. They like collecting shells. They also like 

to build houses and castles using sand. Some of them like to go scuba diving and taking 

photographs underwater. Women like to go shopping and find nice things to buy. They like to 

visit gold markets and shopping malls. When people return from holidays, they come back 

with amazing experiences.163 words 

A)Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :( 4 x 21A = 10) 

9. The best title for this passage is ........................ 
a. Rivers are beautiful 	 b. Holidays are amazing 
c. Volcano are dangerous 

	
d. Beaches are sandy 

10. The underlined word pleased in the 2nd  paragraph means ............................ 
a. happy 
	

b. final 
c. cross 
	

d. worried 

11. The writer is trying to tell us about how. ................................... 
a. people enjoy playing sports 	b. countries help people to travel 
c. countries build new markets 	d. people enjoy holidays differently 

12. The underlined word some in the 3 d  paragraph refers to 
a. children 	 b. castles 
c. shells 
	

d. sand 

B) Answer the following questions: (2 X 3 = 6) 
13. Why are holidays fantastic times? 
Holidays are fantastic because families spend great time together 
14. How do people feel when they see the green and blue colours? 
They feel pleased and comfortable. 
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Writing (30 Marks) 
11 

A) Grammar ( 11 Marks) 

a) Choose the correct answer between brackets: (4 x 2 = 8) 

Jassem has (visit - visited - visits) Dubai last summer with his family. It is one of the (bigger - 

big - biggest) cities in the United Arab Emirates. Dubai (is - are - am) visited by many people 

every year. Jassem and his family (go - going - are going) to visit London next holiday. 

b)Do as required between brackets: (2 X 11/2 = 3) 

19. My sister has taken nice pictures of the desert. 	 (Ask a question) 

Who has taken nice pictures of the desert? / What has your (my) sister taken? 

20. Rami is going to buy a tennis racket next weekend. 	 (Make negative) 

Rami is not going to buy a tennis racket next weekend. 
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B) Writing ( 15 Marks) 
Write on the following topic  

People have many friends from different places nowadays. They communicate by email to 
know more about each other. 

Write an email of 6 sentences telling your friend Alan about yourself, your family and 
favourite subject and sport. 
These guide words may help you: 

age / brothers and sisters / grade / favourite / lesson / sport 

Myself 

Exposition of ideas and number of sentences 12 Total mark 

Grammar and spelling 1 

15 Handwriting and. 1 

punctuation 1 

C) Spelling: (4 Marks) 

Complete in the missing letters in the following words :( 4 x 1 = 4) 

21. Our team s - d - y had to - o - e some of the best players because of injury. 

....................sadly lose..................................... 

22. My sister was very happy to re - e - ye the p - iz - last week. 

....................................receive .......prize...... 
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